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FREEDOM RIDERS

Located at Pemberton Place: 250 Williams Street Suite 2322, Atlanta, GA 30308 • (404) 991-697010 a.m. to 5 p.m., seven days a week. Adult tickets are $15 and child (ages 3–12) tickets are $10. 

• “Voice to the Voiceless: The 
Morehouse College Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Collection” presents a rare 
collection of Dr. Martin Luther King, 
Jr.’s personal papers and items. 

• “Rolls Down Like Water: The 
American Civil Rights Movement” 
brings the amazing history of civil 
rights to generations who were not 
alive to experience that tumultuous 
and transformational time.

• “Spark of Conviction: The Global 
Human Rights Movement” is brought 
to life in the expansive, light-filled 
Human Rights Gallery, which 
illuminates both individuals and global 
human rights issues.

• “John Lewis Series” by Georgia 
artist Benny Andrews (American, 
1930-2006): Iconic series of paintings 
depicting scenes from the life of John 
Lewis.
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While exploring the Center for Civil and Human Rights Museum, I had the pleasure of 
meeting Alina Diaz. Alina was kind and greatly appreciative of my interest to feature her 
story in 1936 Employee Magazine. She spoke liberally to me about immigrant workers’ 
rights in upstate New York. I also learned the reason why New York City is called “The 

Big Apple” from her. New York is the second largest apple producing state; which 
produces more commercial varieties of fresh eating apples than any other region in 

the United States. Below is an excerpt from her display:

Alina Diaz was vice-president and a founding member of Alianza Nacional de 
Campesinas and continues as a member of this organization to promote the 

rights of women farmworkers in the United States, the first of its kind.
Drawing on her own experience of abuse and poverty as an unauthorized 

immigrant from Colombia, Alina became a community educator. Today, she travels to 
immigrant communities, raising awareness among women about their right to report 
domestic violence, sexual abuse, and other mistreatment. She helps to make sure the 
voices of women farmworkers are heard at the national level, where she works to 
educate policymakers and the public about the dangers women farmworkers face.

Q: Why did you get involved in human rights work?
A: My grandpa, a humble peasant, was murdered for defending his political ideas 

in Colombia. My grandma taught me the importance of fighting for what is fair and 
honest, no matter the price. I grew up with a sense of pride for Grandpa’s actions, even 
though we lost everything and my uncles were in hiding.

Q: What was your most challenging time in fighting for rights?
A: I confronted a policeman who was about to arrest farm workers and turn them over to 

immigration officials. I was trembling, worrying that he might arrest me for interfering. 
But I decided that I needed to move his heart and I did! He gave them a chance.

Across the United States, hundreds of thousands of immigrant women and girls work 
under difficult conditions to produce the food Americans eat. Because of language 
barriers, geographic isolation, or their legal status, employers or supervisors prey on 
many of these women and girls, exploiting their vulnerability by demanding sex. Some 
victims are too ashamed to come forward. Others have trouble navigating the legal 
system or fear they will be fired, and many cases are never reported because the women 
are in the United States illegally and they believe they will be deported if they report 
they have been sexually assaulted.

Amnesty International www.amnestyusa.org
Freedom House www.freedomhouse.org
Human Rights First www.humanrightsfirst.org
Human Rights Watch www.hrw.org
Minority Rights Group International www.minorityrights.org

ALINA  DIAZ FEATURED HUMAN RIGHTS ADVOCATE
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